Limited Time Promotional Offer:

Secured AWS Landing Zone Buildout
at NO COST to You*

InterVision Cloud Migration Lifecycle Assurance
InterVision’s Cloud Migration Lifecycle Assurance (CMLA) program provides
midsize, enterprise and public sector organizations a comprehensive approach
to cloud migration, operation and optimization. Available through a selfservice, co-managed or fully managed support model, CMLA addresses
cloud skills gaps at the right level throughout your entire cloud adoption
lifecycle. Our matured design and delivery approach ensures migrations move
efficiently with ongoing optimization and operational support matched to
your organization’s needs.

Accelerate Migration
with a proven and tested
process

Harden Operations
with support from certified
AWS experts

Optimize Spend
with matured FinOps and
automation

What’s Included in This Offer

Example Process

For this limited time promotion, InterVision is offering a secured
AWS landing zone or AWS Managed Services landing zone (AMS
by InterVision) built to your organization’s specific requirements at
no cost to you.* Our certified AWS engineers will build you a new,
secure, multi-account AWS environment based on best practices
and enable cross-account networking ready to connect to your
existing networks. This foundation will accelerate migration and
set you on the path to successful cloud adoption.

1. Control Tower build out
2. Account Setup
3. Ingress, East/West and Egress Firewall
4. Base Network Integration
5. Transit Gateway
6. Validation and Test
Detailed AWS Landing Zone implementation
overview available upon request

Why InterVision CMLA?
As an AWS Premier Consulting Partner with the AWS Migration Competency and twenty-five years of experience supporting
clients in their datacenters, we eliminate the knowledge gap between legacy infrastructure and cloud systems that so often
stalls cloud initiatives. Simultaneously, we mitigate the risk of poor cyber hygiene and cost sprawl.
A Prescriptive Approach
Our refined methodology assures
you are informed and involved at
every stage, and that migrations
will be built to operate

Technology Partnerships
Our deep list of strategic partners
and over 80 supported vendor
technologies assures an integrated
approach to cloud adoption

Tailored Support
With CMLA, your migration will be
designed to operate in the support
model matched your strategic
business objectives

Contact InterVision

Offer ends September 30th, 2020

Ready to realize your potential in AWS? Contact your InterVision account
representative to start the conversation with one of our experts.

*This offer includes up to 145 hours of nocost
certified Solution Architect support for
implementation of the AWS landing zone.
Additional hours of work charged hourly. Subject
to available support through AWS programs. There
is no guarantee of funding availability at the time
of customer engagement. Some restrictions apply,
contact an InterVision representative for details.
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